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Balloon View Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Resisting Your Soul: A Handbook
for Inspired Entrepreneurs: 101 Powerful Tips to Free Your Inspiration, Nick Williams, Resisting Your
Soul - A Handbook for Inspired Entrepreneurs provides 101 powerful tips to free your inspiration.
There is an invisible force stopping you from achieving all you want in your life. When you are
inspired to express your higher self and pursue your calling, it fills your mind with dread and fear. If
you don't learn to rise above this mental and emotional barrier, it will continue to hamper your
efforts. In this ground-breaking book, Nick Williams identifies and lays bare the inner working of the
force he calls 'resistance'. Having to face and conquer so much of his own procrastination and fear
to become who he is today, Nick has a unique insight into resistance and its workings. What he has
learned has already helped tens of thousands of others to liberate their potential and lead happier,
more authentic successful lives. Inside you'll discover 101 ways you can overcome resistance and be
the magnificent person you were born to be.
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Reviews
A top quality ebook and also the font employed was interesting to read. This is for those who statte there was not a worth studying. Your life span will
probably be enhance when you total looking at this ebook.
-- B illy Chr istia nsen
I actually started o looking over this publication. Indeed, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been printed in an
exceedingly basic way and is particularly just right after i finished reading this ebook by which actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Toney B er nha r d
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